B2

Job Interviews

LIU042

Read the text on job interviews. Use the word in brackets to form a new word that
fits into each blank.

Most people feel rather (1) ___________________ (NERVE) when they go for an interview for a new
job. This is not surprising because it is important to get a job you really want. People being
interviewed expect the interviewers to be (2) _________________ (OBJECT) , matching an
applicant against a job (3) __________________ (DESCRIBE). However, what often happens in
reality is that the interviewers make (4) ____________________ (DECIDE) that are not much more
than reactions to the (5) ____________________ (PERSON) of the applicant.

Even skilled interviewers may, without realising it, (6) _____________________ (CONSCIOUS) favour
people who make them feel at (7) ___________________ (EASY). Thus, if you go for an interview you
should try to make a good (8) ______________________ (IMPRESS) from the start by presenting
the interviewers with the very best version of yourself, emphasizing the (9) __________________
(VARY) of skills you have. You must appear very positive and as (10) _____________________
(ENTHUSIASM) as possible. It is for you to convince the interviewers that you are
(11) ____________________ (DEFINITE) the most (12) ___________________ (SUIT) person for the job.
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Most people feel rather (1) nervous (NERVE) when they go for an interview for a new job. This
is not surprising because it is important to get a job you really want. People being interviewed
expect the interviewers to be (2) objective (OBJECT) , matching an applicant against a job (3)
description (DESCRIBE). However, what often happens in reality is that the interviewers make
(4) decisions (DECIDE) that are not much more than reactions to the (5) personality
(PERSON) of the applicant.

Even skilled interviewers may, without realising it, (6) consciously/unconsciously
(CONSCIOUS) favour people who make them feel at (7) ease (EASY). Thus, if you go for an
interview you should try to make a good (8) impression (IMPRESS) from the start by
presenting the interviewers with the very best version of yourself, emphasizing the (9) variety
(VARY) of skills you have. You must appear very positive and as (10) enthusiastic
(ENTHUSIASM) as possible. It is for you to convince the interviewers that you are (11)
definitely (DEFINITE) the most (12) suitable (SUIT) person for the job.
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